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Angela Bennett Segler

Picturing Queer Desire in the Vernon Manuscript

Buried within the voluptuous folds of the Vernon Manuscript, on the recto (front)
side of folio 126, there is a surprising image: of not merely two persons engaged in
an explicit sex act (something that is surprisingly common even in religious
1

manuscripts ), but two male monastics in bed. This image is a rupture within the
orthodoxy otherwise prevalent throughout the Vernon. Not only does it subvert the
narrative to which it is attached—which is about a monk who has sex with a nun and
is brought to compunction by a miracle of the Virgin Mary—it also subverts the
heteronormative moral of the miracle genre altogether, implicating any reader of
this particular tale and image in a queer desire akin to the one pictured. To put this
anomaly in context, allow me to first put the Vernon, its contents, and the Miracles
of the Virgin, including this particular narrative, in context.
The Vernon Manuscript, Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Eng.Poet.a.1 (V), is the largest
and most important Middle English manuscript in existence, with over 370 different
texts on 422-426 leaves measuring 544x393mm, made of 211-13 calf skins, and
2

weighing some twenty-two kilograms. Not only does it contain an entire library of
religious literature, prayers, exempla, and contemplative works and lyrics, but it
3

was carefully produced, copied, and decorated over many years in the last decade
of the fourteenth century alongside a sister volume of similar but less lavish
4

content and decoration, the Simeon manuscript. These two manuscripts are
“monumental compendia of vernacular literature, utterly anomalous in their scale
5

and ambition among English vernacular books of the later Middle Ages.”

While neither vernacular religious work nor the collection of a multiplicity of
6

vernacular works in a single volume was unusual in this period, the decoration in V
is highly atypical for a vernacular book, even one intended for luxury. Decorated
book production in the late fourteenth century consisted mainly of Books of Hours,
7

Psalters, Missals, and Bibles. What makes the Vernon so unexpected and unique,
then, is its combination of Middle English vernacular religious texts with a kind of
luxury production and decoration not seen in any other late Middle English codex.
Moreover, V was not just decorated, but also illustrated in four separate places,
two of which include cycles of miniatures in the Estorie del Evangelie and the
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Miracles, an even more unusual phenomenon for vernacular works, particularly
given that such a lavish book was not for wealthy patrons, but for a house of
female religious.

8

Despite its anomalous instantiation, V exhibits an anxiety over orthodoxy that
extends beyond its monastic production and destination. Several scholars have
commented on the way in which the texts themselves reflect a general impulse in
the late fourteenth century to produce works of vernacular religion that educate
a lay public just enough to reify orthodox spiritual knowledge and resist and
contend with heresy, but without allowing the laity access to sacred text itself,
9

which was a central tenet in the debates over the Lollard heresy. Furthermore,
both Thomas Heffernan and Ryan Perry’s readings of V's homiletic material
identify the impetus behind the Vernon’s creation as being one that showcases the
10

values of a “resurgent orthodoxy under siege” from Lollardy.
Indeed, even the Miracles of the Virgin themselves participate in a sacramental
economy central to the orthodox schema under attack by Lollard accusations. In
particular, the Miracles’ focus on the corporeality of Christ is underpinned by the
body and breast of Mary and their relationship to the Eucharist. Caroline Walker
Bynum outlines the Virgin’s relationship to the sacrament by pointing out that the
woman’s body is both metaphorically and literally food, and that the Virgin’s body
in particular produced both physical and spiritual food by giving birth to Christ and
11

nursing him at her breast. Christ is similarly figured as a lactating mother, holding
his breast as it “secretes” the spiritual nourishment of his blood in a visual parallel
12

to Mary holding her lactating breasts. In late Medieval art both Christ and Mary
are depicted in this breast-proffering posture, spurting their fluids directly into the
mouths of monks or into the chalice used for the Eucharist.
The Vernon’s visual emphasis on Marian miracles, then, helps us to understand the
manuscript as an object aiming to facilitate female piety and contemplation. The
Virgin here provides access to the bodily Christ because of her shared single bodily
13

substance with the incarnate God. Mary’s milk is Christ’s blood, and her body is the
14

reminder of and stand-in for Christ’s corporeal existence. In fact, the Virgin and
15

Christ are often paired as the beginning and end of Christ’s life cycle, which
16

actually makes the Life of Christ illuminations in the Estorie and the Miracles
17

perfect bookends for the devotional section of Vernon that may once have been
18

intended to be the beginning of the manuscript. Moreover, the inclusion of the
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19

Marian miracles, which were themselves uncommon and rarely illustrated (and
even less often illustrated for each individual story) helps us to see the overall
orientation toward devotion to the corporeality of Christ through Mary’s flesh—not
uncommon in the late Middle Ages—and just how unusual the Vernon’s choice to
include this aspect in this particular way is. Vernon’s original 41 illustrated Marian
miracles were completely unprecedented in both their textual and visual
undertakings.
As a group, the surviving nine Miracles portray scenes in
which bodies and souls are saved by the Virgin’s
intervention. In many of them, these bodies are
defended against the threat of unorthodox infiltration.
Their illustrative schema rather unusually highlights the
making visible of Mary’s transformative power through
their unorthodox depiction of sequence. This is unusual
both for the Vernon—Illustrator B did not illustrate any of
V’s other miniatures—and for Marian depictions in

Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Eng.
poet. a.1 fol. 126rc Illustration for

general, because they convey “continuous narrative—the

Marian Miracle called in the Vernon’s

visual playing-out of the events described in each

index “Of a prest þat lay by a

miracle—[by] juxtapos[ing multiple scenes from each

nonne.” (fol. ivb)

narrative] within the limited, single-column space in a dynamic and lively
configuration that routinely extends not only into the frame…but into the margins
20

and intercolumnar spaces as well.” Indeed, as Alison Stones’ complete catalogue
of the Vernon images and their possible artistic parallels points out, only one of the
21

22

miniatures has a full parallel or tradition. The rest have either a partial tradition
23

or no visual tradition whatsoever. Indeed, not only does the image completely lack
an English and art historical tradition to which it belongs, the miracle it
accompanies has almost no literary tradition either.
The miniature and tale on 126r is thus an unusual illustration of an unusual Marian
miracle, unusually written in Middle English. Even the tale of the “prest þat lay by
24

a nonne” is only attested in one other place. It is, however, a generically standard
“Miracle” story in which a priest, who was “wylde of dede” [wild of deed] is unable to
25

confess his sins, thus endangering his post-Lateran soul as he falls deathly ill. He
prays devoutly to the Virgin, who at last wills that he should cleanse his conscience.
He is then able to make confession to a trusted priestly friend whom he begs to
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“þenken on him among/his masse and his almes ded” [think on him during/ his
mass and as he did his alms] just as he dies. His prompt death upon the promise of
his fellow is, however, no guarantee of his salvation, because he dies without
having taken the Eucharist with a clean conscience. Nonetheless, the Virgin has
intervened for him whilst he was in purgatory, and because of the priest’s diligence
in “sacryng In memento” [sanctifying (the host) in memory (of his departed fellow)],
she appears to the living priest and directs him to turn and find the dead priest
behind him and waiting to be given the sacrament. The priest “hoselde him
deuoutli” [devoutly administered the sacrament to him] and afterward saw the
Virgin “Come a doun of þat Auter/ And take his felawe bi þe honde/ Oute of þe
churche forte fonde” [come down off the altar/ and take his fellow by the hand/ out
of the church and depart henceforth].
The tale is a straightforward narrative of a devotee to the Virgin being saved by
Mary herself intervening in the sacramental process that brings one’s soul into right
relation with God. The image, however, emphatically does not display a priest who
has “had his way” with a nun. We do see a sequence of three narrative events that
should be familiar from the Miracle text itself, starting in the top left corner where
the priest does his deed in bed, and reading left to right to the scene of the Virgin
(and child) appearing on the altar during the second priest’s celebration of the
mass (note the chalice on the altar that positionally links the body of Christ through
the child and the Virgin along a vertical axis), to a final scene that moves from the
scene at right to the lower left. Here, the celebrating priest has turned around from
the altar and is placing the sacrament in the mouth of the penitent priest while the
Virgin places her hand on the kneeling priest’s shoulders.
In each scene, we find a significant change from the narrative’s version of the story.
First, and perhaps most stunningly, the nun has been exchanged for a young monk,
26

whom we recognize as such from his tonsure. The second distinct change from the
narrative is that the Virgin does not appear by herself, but with the Christ child in
her arms, foregrounding the connection between Mary and the body of Christ.
Finally, in the narrative, the Virgin does not come down from the altar until after
the priest has been administered the sacrament, at which point she takes him by
the hand and leads him out of the church, presumably up to heaven. Here, instead,
we see she is not on the altar during his sacrament, but standing behind him, even
touching him, as if to guarantee that this priest, who has had sex with male
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monastics, take only the sanctioned pleasure in having God’s body in his mouth.
Hers is a heteronormative touch, guaranteeing not only the holiness of any
pleasure the priest may encounter, but also its acceptable direction toward and
27

channeling through the body of a woman. Indeed, her regulatory presence is
implicitly understood, as the Virgin Mary is commonly figured as the guarantor of
monastic chastity.

28

This focus on Mary and the incarnate Christ necessarily links to a Eucharistic
devotion that expresses the wholeness and inviolability of Christ’s body. Hence the
V Miracles’ anxiety over Jews destroying Christian bodies can actually point us to
29

a more present perceived threat in Lollards, whose opposition to both the
doctrine of transubstantiation and the necessity of Marian intervention in the late
fourteenth century threatens to rend the congregational body of Christ. As
Adrienne Boyarin points out, after the 1290 Edict of Expulsion, there were no
longer any Jews in England, though images of Jews continued to be invoked.
Boyarin thus contends that the figure of the Jew in Marian Miracles comes to
represent the other extra-orthodox figure in Late Medieval England: the Lollard.

30

Lollardy was the English heresy, a decentralized community emerging in the late
fourteenth century that resisted corruption in the church, advocated for lay access
to scripture, and contested most forms of priestly mediation, including the
requirement of the sacraments for salvation. Further, Lollardy is linked with
accusations of sodomy in both Lollard complaints against the church and in
31

orthodox responses to the heresy. While accusations, let alone the practice, of
sodomy were infrequent, they were nonetheless persistent. Sodomy, which loosely
tends to refer to all non-procreative sex in the late Middle Ages, is branded
“contrary to nature” because it leads to the expenditure of seed by which a human
being could be formed. Lollards further contend that institutional corruption led to
the expenditure of spiritual seed by which “spiritual generation” in Christ could be
32

propagated, linking physical sexual acts with institutionalized clerical malpractice.

We might wonder if the sodomy pictured in the miniature is linked to the potential
for a spiritual sodomy with Christ, by which the penetration of Christ into the body
of the believer would not generate a saved soul but a depraved one.
But to determine exactly what this image is communicating, we might first ask how
such an image came to be in such a place and what Illustrator B, the artist of the
Miracles miniatures, could have been doing by producing such a queer image.
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Given the Cistercian identifications of the manuscript through its images of
Cistercian monks and textual parallels to Cistercian John Northwood’s manuscript,
we must consider whether the artists working on V may have been monks. Most of
the extant scholarship on V tends to identify both the artists and scribes as
professionals—meaning lay persons—hired by monastic patrons or proxies to
execute the work, based upon the identification of some known professionals at
work in the Vernon and Simeon and the very high quality of both copying and
artwork. I would argue, however, that the material circumstances of such a large
undertaking of manuscript production preclude the professional hypothesis.
If we take the scribes as an example, we can see how itinerant professionals may
have interacted with stable monastic artisans. All of Vernon was executed by two
scribes. Scribe B copied the bulk of the work while Scribe A executed the Table of
Contents and the remainder of the first quire, as well as most of the rubrics and
foliation throughout. Scribe A was most certainly working after B, and was likely
33

acting in a supervisory and finishing role. Scribe B, unlike A, cannot be positively
identified in any other documents or codices, and I would contend that his
34

35

“regularity of duct and aspect” across all 1050 pages he copied with very few
mistakes or corrections, as well as the four to (more likely) eight years he spent
copying at the rate of one page per day, makes it more probable that B was
a monk carefully and deliberately executing this labor inside the scriptorium or
house where the manuscript’s production has been located. His slightly outdated
36

anglicana bookhand combined with its regularity and care leads me to conclude
that Scribe B was a middle- to old-aged monk who had been trained in the midfourteenth century and was likely one of the chief internal scribes at the Cistercian
37

production center, where he also resided.

If we take the scribes as an analogue, then, we may be able to understand how
Lynda Dennyson’s identification of Artist D as the professional Holkham Psalter
Artist, who “initiated and planned” the entire illumination program of V, and the
inability to identify the other artists of V in any other work points to the other
38

artists’ being local to Lichfield Cathedral. If the secondary and tertiary artists of V,
then, can be identified as part of the same production center as Scribe B, they
might indeed be Cistercians completing the program laid out by Artist D, after
Scribe B has completed pages. These local monastics would, of course, exhibit
differing artistic skill levels and duties according to their experience in the
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39

scriptorium. Thus, while much of the planning, design, and finishing may have
been executed by professionals who returned to the cathedral to check in, the
majority of the most painstaking work would, I argue, have been done by monks at
Lichfield.
If, then, Illustrator B was a monk, what is he doing replacing the nun in the image
with a monk? We might first wonder if he was painting himself into the role of the
priest who is miraculously saved from his sin through the Virgin’s compassion. In
which case, we might read him confessing himself as a monk “wyld of lyf” who has
done great service to the Virgin, even in inscribing these very miniatures, because
he is instantiating, nay incarnating both Virgin and son as part of a devotional
40

ethos central to monastic book production. Making a “clene” confession on the
flesh of the page may be an expression of his contrition over the act that has
distanced him from God and to which he has not been able to fully confess to
another priest. If we consider the sacramentality of manuscript inscription, the way
41

that it makes visible something invisible through a special ritual, we might
comprehend the making of such an image as a sacramental sublimation,
a substitution of one making manifest or material instantiation (book-making) for
another (confession). Without directly conversing with another priest, the artist
nevertheless fulfills the conditions for a full confession according to contemporary
42

penitential literature: he enumerates his sin, makes every aspect of it visible,
legible to the eyes of another ordained religious who then has the power to absolve
him of his sin, or at the very least, in accordance with the logic of the story,
remember him in masses and prayers so that the Virgin may intervene on his
behalf.
There is only one problem with this hypothesis: the priest who undergoes his
transformation in the images is distinctly not a Cistercian. If we accept the
attribution of the manuscript to Cistercians, then we must ask ourselves why this is
the only monk-like personage who does not appear in a Cistercian habit. He is
clean-shaven, like the other monks, and doesn’t wear the liturgical robes of the
celebrant, nor does he appear like the gray-bearded bishops depicted in two of the
miniatures. If Illustrator B was a local Cistercian monk, what do we make of this
man in another habit? Particularly in this habit that could be representative of
Benedictines but also potentially of a non-specific religious identity? What is
important to note, though, is that the habit is distinctly not one of either orders of
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peripatetic friars who would have been in England at the time. The figure must
instead be either secular clergy or a monk of stable abode. That means his bed
partner could be either a brother of the same order or a monk the priest
encountered as he executed priestly duties or those of a monastic outrider.

43

Which leaves us with the naked monk in bed. He is certainly an avowed religious,
which we know from his tonsure. If we contemplate that our Cistercian artist has
painted himself into this monk, whose order is unidentifiable due to his complete
lack of habit, it shifts the mode of our analysis. He may still be making confession,
but one that is not necessarily part of the economy of contrition, sacrament, and
reconciliation, as he is nowhere pictured as participating in that economy. Most
importantly, he does not paint himself as inactive either. Indeed, what we see here
rather clearly is that the heterosexist framework, which would require the nun of
the story to be a passive “victim” of the “active” priest’s advances, is not translated
onto the pair of male bodies, making one an active and another a passive partner.
Instead, our “bottom” here faces his lover on top, and rather than be shown as
explicitly or implicitly penetrated, we see him being the “active” partner, reaching
down to the priest’s groin while he is on top of him. In which case, perhaps this
image is not so much a confession of the monk’s past sins as it is a projection of his
desires, or of possible desires of monks, realized or not, and particularly his
homosexual desire that does not fit neatly into the heterosexist paradigm of
feminized monastics being victimized by “wyld” but masculine clerics acting out
suppressed heterosexual desires with inappropriate partners.
The clear rejection of the heterosexist framework for homosexual acts brings us
back to the accusations of Lollards, since it is only in the Lollard construction of
sodomy that desire operates via mutual interaction between men, while the
orthodox depictions and deployments of sodomy re-inscribe a heterosexist set of
binaries—masculine/feminine and active/passive—on it. According to the Lollard
Third Conclusion, it is the lack of women combined with a rich diet that causes
sodomy. The excess of substances going into the body must physiologically lead to
44

an excess of substance needing to leave the body, even in the form of ejaculate.
The danger is one to which all monastics are equally subject, which is why the

author of the Twelve Conclusions argues for abolishing the mandates of celibacy
for priests, as well as for a reformation of spending and living habits of those
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45

ordained. For Lollards, monastic sodomy is an inevitability given the conditions of
fourteenth-century claustration.
Despite the lack of feminization of one partner or another in Lollard writings, we do
find that the sodomite is a somewhat stable category in the Lollard accusation, as
the Twelve Conclusions suggest that those who commit sodomy are men who “like
non wymmen” and who can be proved to be such by a secret test that marks the
46

man with those desires. That is, the way to prove a sodomite is to prove that he’s
had sex with no women, which, incidentally, is also the condition for properly
enacting the vows of monasticism. Thus, monasticism is collapsed into sodomy in
this accusation, and any attempt a monk might make to defend himself against
charges of incontinence would only further reinforce his status as “one of tho”
sodomites who “like non wymmen.” Given the equation of monasticism with sodomy
in Lollard accusations, we might pause to wonder about the other possible identity
for our artist. Perhaps he is indeed a lay professional working for monastic patrons.
If so, perhaps rather than one of the monks in the image expressing something
about the artist, they both express something about the artist’s understanding of
monasticism. Is this a visual accusation of monastic sodomy? Is it a depiction of an
actual event, one the artist may have witnessed? Perhaps the monk’s different
habit is a move made out of respect for the Cistercians for whom the artist was
working, or in order to identify sodomitical monastics as someone else, or
specifically as Benedictines whom the artist may have encountered as he traveled
his Benedictine circuit along the London-Norwich axis that Lynda Dennison
47

outlines.

Rather than the Virgin guaranteeing monastic chastity, as Roger Dymmok argues
she does in his response to Lollard accusations of monastic sodomy, she is now an
48

indicator of the threat itself. Carolyn Dinshaw points out that the link between
anxieties over sodomy and axieties over the Eucharist is indicative of a general
49

Lollard anxiety over the legibility of bodies altogether. Their problem with the
Eucharist is its transformation from bread into body at the words of a priest,
a transformation that is not sensible through any bodily means, but through the
“sacryng” enacted by the priest.
The orthodox defense of the sacrament, as outlined by Dymmok, dwells on the
“concept of invisible effects of acts—sacraments, but also other kinds of acts as
50

well—on bodies.” Indeed, it is this invisible effect, this sacramentality, that
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underpins most of the Marian miracles illustrated here. The transformation of this
priest happened from within and changed his material circumstances and
outcomes through the enactment of two sacraments. But perhaps it is this
orthodox enactment of sacraments that is at the heart of the Lollard critique of
them. Late Medieval Carthusian Nicholas Love, for instance, describes the way in
which he experiences the bodily touch of Christ in the host as a “delectable
paradise” into which he is pitched when he is touched by “þe touchere oure lord
Jesu” in the momentary encounter with the “humanitas Christi” that was an
51

ordained ecstatic and erotic interaction. The celebration of the Eucharist was
52

designed to lead one to feel “fused ‘body to body’ with Christ” in an openly and
53

permissibly homoerotic encounter. Moreover, as the Eucharist and its attendant
doctrine of transubstantiation became the “central mystery of the faith,” it
threatened to displace the “heterosexual” core of the Incarnation in a way that
troubled orthodox and heretics alike. Dyan Elliot argues that within the church’s
institutions, monastic purity became increasingly necessary to guarantee that the
“male handling of the male body” in the sacrament will be “unproblematic.”

54

The Lollard response to the unknowability of the status of monastic bodies and the
invisible changes they supposedly brought about are underlined by a clear desire
for legibility staked in material continuity. Not only are the bodies of sodomites
marked and stable as such, but bread is marked, knowable, and stable as such. It
does not transform into a body, or any part thereof, but maintains itself as bread.
Yet, even the insistence on material continuity is haunted by the queer potential of
the sacrament in its mere consumption. As Bynum has shown, the erotics of food
and the Eucharist have, at this point, been long established, particularly in writers
of the Cistercian tradition like Bernard of Clairvaux, who writes about the pleasure
of having God enter into him in his commentary on the Song of Songs. Bynum
writes that union with God was a bodily pleasure of a “feeling/knowing [of] God into
55

which the entire person was caught up.” The communicant, then, may indeed feel
pleasure as God enters into, penetrates, his/her body through the mouth, plunges
into his/her depths and gets absorbed into the communicant’s being from the
inside out. The Lollard insistence on material continuity, however, reveals one final
anxiety over the body of God entering someone’s mouth, as we see in Margery
Baxter’s defense of her position on the sacrament. She indicates that it cannot
possibly be holy, or the actual body of God because then the body of God would
also be shit out and still present in all the stinking latrines where priests and
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congregants, indeed the entire collective church, relieve themselves of food
56

matter. The absurdity of claiming that God is a pile of shit—or at least in piles of
shit—is of course, as Dinshaw points out, related back to the eating and purging
57

cycle implicated in accusations of sodomy. I would posit in addition, though, that
Baxter’s account reveals anxiety over the inevitable anality of Christ in the body if
he is consumed as food. Not only does his body become shit—a sacrilegious
juxtaposition of clean and unclean—but it might be enjoyed just as much coming out
as he was going in.
Yet, the artist’s potential Lollard identification does not clear him of the accusation
of sodomy himself, since, as Dinshaw highlights, these accusations were flung in
both directions. It merely implicates him in the anxieties that were being felt and
enacted on both sides of orthodoxy. In twenty-first century terms, we might say
that the Lollard watches a man take another man into his mouth and pass through
his body and anus, and enjoy that as the height of both bodily and spiritual
pleasure. He identifies that pleasure, possibly by recognizing the potential to
experience it as such himself, and then points to the priest or monk enjoying such
pleasure with a barbed, “that’s gay.”
What we see when we try to read the bodies of its maker in the image, then, is its
complete irreducibility to any one meaning. If we consider the artist to have been
a monk, he may have been pointing to a real event or a desire, confessing it as well
as (re-)enacting it on the flesh of the parchment page as he instantiated it, and
even pointing to his own need for the Virgin’s intervention and heteronormative
touch to guarantee his unpolluted enjoyment of—and purifying by—the body of her
son. If we consider him to have been a lay professional expressing anxieties over
the sodomitical potential of monasticism and the Eucharist, we also have to
consider his proximity to such events and his implication in sacramentally realizing
in the flesh the very sodomy he seems to fear. In the same moment that he makes
clerical and Eucharistic sodomy legible to viewers as problematic, he also
expresses the potential of a non-heterosexist desire, even as he concretely
instantiates it in parchment. Thus, the image opens either heretical or queer
readings, which end up being nearly the same thing in the late fourteenth century.
But wait. We have one final point of view to consider, which is that of the reader:
the female monastic or quasi-religious reader for whom this volume was probably
made. If we consider the image being made for women as the most salient point in
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its explanation, rather than its being made by men, does that not resolve all our
difficulties? Is it not perfectly orthodox and unproblematic for women to be
58

aroused by the Eucharist? Bynum writes that Eucharistic ecstasy was especially
powerful for women, whose access to the body in the host was curtailed because
of their status as the morally weaker sex. Moreover, identification with the Virgin,
who is figured as bearing her breasts for the benefit of others, was not so much
a sublimation of desire, but a model for females to emulate for appropriately
experiencing Christ’s penetrative presence.

59

Here, however, these male religious are problematically not reproducing a heteroframed sodomy. Without a penetrated male, the image instead displays an
alternative to the active/passive binary, one that may be dangerously suggestive
of other options to women. Interestingly, amid all the accusations of sodomy that
men leveled at each other from positions of orthodoxy and heresy, both sides are
60

“virtually indistinguishable” on the issue of female-female sex. The warning
against female “sodomy” in the Twelve Conclusions reduces the female expression
of sexuality—either in action with themselves, animals, inanimate objects, or even
61

with each other—to an “undifferentiated urge for penetration.” Feminine desire is
contingent upon passivity and is activated by the presence of a phallus. Even in
cases of female-female sex, one woman is portrayed as having an enlarged
“member” (clitoris) that then acts as a penetrative apparatus for the other woman;
she “assume[s the] active function herself,” making her enactment of her desires
not merely homosexual but also transgender. The corrective to these women’s
“wandering desires” is a redirection toward men, particularly in marriage, because
the possibility of “female-female desire is unknown in an androcentric culture, the
kind of culture inhabited by Lollards and orthodox alike.”

62

However, what this image provides, regardless of the orthodoxy of its generator or
gender of readership, is a suggestion of sexual pleasure that is explicitly not
penetrative but still participates in the Eucharistic economy of erotic union with
Christ. It suggests a whole host of other non-procreative desires and acts, acts
63

which “are not themselves fully self-identical or self-apparent,” but are contingent
upon available gender categories and expressions of desire. What makes this
image queer is the fact that it opens up the potentials of both same-sex desire
outside a reductive heterosexist framework and unsanctioned sexual enjoyment of
the Eucharist that may be simultaneously “polluted” and redemptive.
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Finally, what the image begs of us, its viewers,
regardless of our location in time, is to consider its role in
reproducing that queer and possibly heretical desire for
the body of Christ even as we touch the pages of the
book itself. Christ’s figuration as a book in the late Middle
64

Ages is wide-spread. He was literally the logos that
became flesh, and was often figured as a codex of
parchment of stretched across the cross with
redemption etched into his flesh in inky blood applied by
inscribing instruments. Even the handling of this book,
the instantiation in flesh of the corporeal doctrine of late
medieval religiosity, was akin to a handling of the body of

Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Eng.

Christ. Indeed, it is likely to have been the only handling

poet. a.1 fol. 126rc with image from the

a nun would have been allowed to do. Thus the

verso clearly visible in the parchment.

materiality of this image of God made flesh requires us to think about its bodily
implications as well as its visual and textual ones.
The connection between Mary’s bodiliness, Christ’s incarnation, her milk and his
blood, and the Eucharist are made material in the superposition of this image on
top of that depicting the cure of the sick monk through Mary’s breast milk. The
latter is almost directly behind the former, on the verso side of the flesh in which
this Eucharistic sexuality is realized, and is visible through the membrane. In real
space, in real flesh, the squirting Virgin is in the same place as the queer monks and
Eucharist. She shares a space, a flesh even, in which three monks are in bed, being
watched by two other monks. One monk is being fed, food litters the floor, and the
Eucharist is administered by a priest whose robes match the linens in both beds.
A gastro-sexual mystical orgy in the flesh. While I am certainly not arguing that this
conjoining of bodies was strictly intentional per se, it is felicitous, and I would
contend that its juxtaposed felicity and the fact that one image follows the other in
narrative sequence would have been an open invitation to the medieval reader to
65

contemplate a range of material-discursive polysemy. For religious readers of the
time, the master Author was always God, and men and women mere instruments
of his inscription. Thus the felicity of the two images sharing a single flesh would be
loaded with significance beyond any individual’s intention by the sacramentality of
the process of inscription itself.
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Lest you think that this is an over-reading of the book
itself, I’d like to conclude by pointing to the rubric of
identification that the Third Lollard Conclusion uses to
indicate men/monks with sodomitical/monastic desires:
in Middle English, the injunction reads “mark him wel,” but
66

in the original Latin it is “Nota eum bene.” “Nota bene” is
the most common way for a reader to annotate
a manuscript, and it is used throughout V. It serves as
a reminder of something one read and found useful or
important, not only so that the reader can return to it,

Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Eng.
poet. a.1 fol. 126va Illustration for
Marian Miracle called in the Vernon’s

but also so that future readers can mark this spot. “Nota

index “Hou vre lady ȝaf mylk of heore

id bene.” NB, as it was commonly abbreviated, was both

pappes to a man þat hadd þe

an injunction to mark and a mark well made. It was an

squynacye.” (fol. ivb)

indication that the marks to which it points in the body of the text, often literally
with a marginal manicule, were well made, and it was an enactment of good
marking, or reading well by marking. The Lollard Conclusion, then, advocates
annotating the sodomite’s body like a book at the same time as it implies that
marking a sodomite’s body is a mark well made. The making of a sodomite, then,
whether it is done by producing an image of him in flesh or by engaging in a sex act
with him, is a mark well made.
The analogue between making/marking books and bodies by instantiating and
enacting desires for bodies and their touch is precisely why this image queers the
entire Vernon codex. What was intended by the makers of the codex, or what the
most orthodox of readers might have interpreted of the image’s sexual message,
matters less than the fact that the unknowability of either opens up a space of
possibility for queer interpretation that may have been available to medieval
writers and readers, and is certainly available to post-medieval ones. By injecting
uncertainty into its exploration of priestly, monastic, divine, and codex bodies, the
image itself opens up a number of queer human and non-human potentials for the
enactment of a multiplicity of desires within and for a number of different fleshes.
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